
Created on Saturday 24 September, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S800 - Cool White
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS800

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 1 of 297



Created on Saturday 24 September, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S801 - Black
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS801

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 2 of 297



Created on Saturday 24 September, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S802 - White
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS802

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 3 of 297



Created on Saturday 24 September, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S803 - Ecru
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS803

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 4 of 297



Created on Saturday 24 September, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S804 - Champagne
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS804

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 5 of 297



Created on Saturday 24 September, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S805 - Pale Pink
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS805

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 6 of 297



Created on Saturday 24 September, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S806 - Magenta
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS806

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 7 of 297



Created on Saturday 24 September, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S807 - Lite Purple
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS807

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 8 of 297



Created on Saturday 24 September, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S808 - Medium Purple
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS808

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 9 of 297



Created on Saturday 24 September, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S809 - Dark Purple
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS809

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 10 of 297



Created on Saturday 24 September, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S810 - Lite Lavender
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS810

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 11 of 297



Created on Saturday 24 September, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S811 - Lavender
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS811

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 12 of 297



Created on Saturday 24 September, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S812 - Dark Lavender
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS812

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 13 of 297



Created on Saturday 24 September, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S813 - Rose Pink
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS813

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 14 of 297



Created on Saturday 24 September, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S814 - Rose
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS814

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 15 of 297



Created on Saturday 24 September, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S815 - Flesh
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS815

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 16 of 297



Created on Saturday 24 September, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S816 - Pink
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS816

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 17 of 297



Created on Saturday 24 September, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S817 - Pumpkin
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS817

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 18 of 297



Created on Saturday 21 November, 2020

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S818 (S977) - Peach
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS818

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 19 of 297



Created on Saturday 24 September, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S819 - Coral
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS819

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 20 of 297



Created on Saturday 24 September, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S820 - Ruby Red
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS820

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 21 of 297



Created on Saturday 19 November, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor SC1 - Bronze Porcelains
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-SC1

Splendor Designer Collections SC1 - Bronze Porcelains
Designer shading palette of 6 Splendor silk Porcelain
Bronzes. Two yards of each color on a special card.
Affordably priced. 
Created especially for, and approved by, Marilyn
Leavitt-Imblum for her designs.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 12.50 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 22 of 297



Created on Thursday 25 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S821 - Medium Red
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS821

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 23 of 297



Created on Thursday 25 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S822 - Dark Red
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS822

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 24 of 297



Created on Thursday 25 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S823 - Lite Antique Mauve
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS823

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 25 of 297



Created on Thursday 25 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S824 - Antique Mauve
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS824

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 26 of 297



Created on Thursday 25 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S825 - Dark Antique Mauve
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS825

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 27 of 297



Created on Thursday 25 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S826 - Burgundy
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS826

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 25 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S827 - Dark Burgundy
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS827

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 25 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S828 - Lite Christmas Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS828

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 25 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S829 - Christmas Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS829

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 25 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S830 - Liste Sea Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS830

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 15 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S831 - Forest Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS831

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 15 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S832 - Dark Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS832

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 15 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S833 - Very Dark Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS833

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 15 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S834 - Lite Jade
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS834

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 15 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S835 - Jade
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS835

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 15 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S836 - Dark Forest Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS836

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 15 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S837 - Sea Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS837

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 15 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S838 - Dark Sea Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS838

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 15 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S839 - Lite Pumpkin
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS839

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 15 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S840 - Camel
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS840

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 05 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S841 - Butterscotch
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS841

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 05 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S842 - Golden Brown
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS842

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 05 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S843 - Fawn
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS843

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 05 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S844 - Dark Fawn
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS844

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 05 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S845 - Dark Dusty Rose
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS845

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 05 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S846 - Pale Antique Mauve
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS846

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 05 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S847 - Lite Olive
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS847

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 05 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S848 - Olive
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS848

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 05 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S849 - Dark Olive
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS849

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 05 August, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S850 - Terra Cotta
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS850

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S851 - Brown
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS851

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S852 - Very Dark Brown
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS852

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S853 - Dark Brown
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS853

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S854 - Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS854

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S855 - Blue Blush
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS855

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S856 - Sky Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS856

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S857 - Navy Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS857

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S858 - Medium Navy
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS858

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S859 - Indigo Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS859

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S860 - Lite Sky Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS860

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S861 - Wedgewood Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS861

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S862 - Dark Wedgewood
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS862

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S863 - Brite Royal Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS863

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S864 - Dark Periwinkle
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS864

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S865 - Dark Aqua
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS865

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S866 - Aqua
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS866

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S867 - Baby Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS867

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S868 - Medium Baby Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS868

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S869 - Dark Green Aqua
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS869

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 26 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S870 - Green Aqua
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS870

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 16 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S871 - Lite Green Aqua
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS871

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 16 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S872 - Midnight Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS872

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 16 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S873 - Lite Violet
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS873

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 16 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S874 - Medium Violet
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS874

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 16 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S875 - Dark Violet
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS875

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 16 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S876 - Yellow
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS876

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 16 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S877 - Gold
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS877

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 16 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S878 - Maize
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS878

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 16 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S879 - Pale Yellow
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS879

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 16 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S880 - Teal
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS880

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 06 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S881 - Midnight Purple
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS881

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 06 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S882 - Lite Periwinkle
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS882

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 06 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S883 - Very Pale Pink
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS883

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 06 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S885 - Dark Rose Pink
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS885

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 06 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S886 - Deep Rose Pink
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS886

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 06 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S887 - Rust
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS887

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 06 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S888 - Charcoal Gray
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS888

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 06 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S889 - Dark Gray
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS889

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 06 July, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S890 - Pale Gray
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS890

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 26 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S891 - Smoke Gray
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS891

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 26 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S892 - Lite Taupe
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS892

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 26 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S893 - Taupe
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS893

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 26 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S894 - Medium Flesh
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS894

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 26 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S895 - Dark Flesh
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS895

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 26 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S896 - Very Dark Flesh
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS896

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 26 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S897 - Lite Coral
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS897

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 26 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S898 - Medium Coral
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS898

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 26 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S899 - Dark Ecru
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS899

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 26 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S900 - Pale Beige
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS900

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 16 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S901 - Pale Golden Brown
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS901

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 16 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S902 - Lite Golden Brown
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS902

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 16 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S903 - Medium Golden Brown
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS903

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 16 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S904 - Dark Golden Brown
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS904

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 16 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S905 - Lite Pistachio Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS905

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 16 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S906 - Medium Pistachio Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS906

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 16 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S907 - Dark Pistachio Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS907

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 16 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S908 - Medium Yellow
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS908

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 16 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S909 - Goldenrod
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS909

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 16 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S910 - Orange
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS910

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 06 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S911 - Christmas Red
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS911

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 06 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S912 - Lite Shell Pink
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS912

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 06 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S913 - Shell Pink
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS913

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 06 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S914 - Lite Antique Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS914

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 06 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S915 - Antique Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS915

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 06 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S916 - Dark Antique Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS916

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 06 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S917 - Lite Antique Violet
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS917

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 06 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S918 - Antique Violet
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS918

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 06 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S919 - Dark Antique Violet
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS919

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 06 June, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S920 - Pearl Gray
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS920

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 27 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S921 - Lite Electric Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS921

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 27 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S922 - Electric Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS922

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 27 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S923 - Medium Dark Flesh
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS923

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 27 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S924 - Peach Flesh
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS924

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 27 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S925 - Lite Brick
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS925

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 27 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S926 - Lite Beige
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS926

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 27 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S927 - Medium Beige
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS927

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 27 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S928 - Dark Beige
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS928

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 27 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S929 - Medium Green Aqua
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS929

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 27 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S930 - Lite Pearl Gray
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS930

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 17 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S931 - Pale Blue Violet
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS931

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 17 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S932 - Lite Blue Violet
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS932

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 17 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S934 - Pale Amethyst
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS934

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 17 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S935 - Lite Amethyst
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS935

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 17 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S936 - Medium Amethyst
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS936

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 17 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S937 - Dark Amethyst
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS937

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 17 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S938 - Medium Shell Pink
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS938

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 17 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S939 - Pale Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS939

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 17 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S940 - Midnight Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS940

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S941 - Medium Sea Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS941

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S942 - Spruce Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS942

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S943 - Lemon
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS943

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S944 - Orange Sherbet
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS944

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S945 - Palest Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS945

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S946 - Gray Green Blush
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS946

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S947 - Lite Gray Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS947

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 21 November, 2020

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S948 (S949) - Gray Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS948

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S950 - Raspberry
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS950

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S951 - Muted Purple
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS951

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S952 - Lite Aqua
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS952

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S953 - Medium Antique Mauve
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS953

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S954 - Dark Teal
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS954

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S955 - Coffee
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS955

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S956 - Avocado
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS956

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S957 - Burnt Orange
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS957

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S958 - Pistachio
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS958

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S959 - Very Dark Fawn
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS959

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S960 - Lite Raspberry
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS960

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S961 - Cream
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS961

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S962 - Lite Sandstone
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS962

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 21 November, 2020

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S964 (S963) - Dark Sandstone
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS964

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S965 - Lite Wedgewood
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS965

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S966 - Deep Wedgewood
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS966

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S967 - Dark Taupe Gray
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS967

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S968 - Pale Cornflower
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS968

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S969 - Lite Cornflower
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS969

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S970 - Cornflower
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS970

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S971 - Warm Yellow
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS971

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S972 - Spring Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS972

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S973 - Summer Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS973

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S974 - Spice
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS974

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S975 - Tomato
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS975

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S976 - Medium Pearl Gray
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS976

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S978 - Lite Pumpkin
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS978

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 May, 2005

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S979 - Cedar
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS979

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1000 - Very Dk Taupe
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1000

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1001 - Dark Delft Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1001

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1002 - Med Royal Blu
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1002

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1003 - Very Dark Lavender
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1003

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1004 - Bubblegum
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1004

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1005 - Cranberry
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1005

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1006 - Lite Yellow
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1006

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1007 - Lite Marigold
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1007

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1008 - Marigold
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1008

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1009 - Mahogany
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1009

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1010 - Lite Old Gold
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1010

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1011 - Medium Old Gold
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1011

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1012 - Old Gold
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1012

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1013 - Pale Sea Green #2
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1013

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1014 - Medium Teal
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1014

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1015 - Pale Sandstone
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1015

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1016 - Med Christmas Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1016

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1017 - Dark Leaf Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1017

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1018 - Medium Salmon
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1018

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1019 - Orange Red
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1019

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1020 - Oregano
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1020

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1021 - Lite Aqua 1
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1021

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1022 - Green Blush
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1022

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1023 - Oyster
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1023

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1024 - Dark Jade
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1024

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1025 - Pale Shell Pink
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1025

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1026 - Pale Antique Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1026

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1027 - Deep Lavender
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1027

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1028 - Dusty Mauve
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1028

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1029 - Blue Violet
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1029

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1030 - Medium Blue Violet
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1030

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1031 - Lite Sandalwood
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1031

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 21 November, 2020

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1032 (S1033) - Sandalwood
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1032

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1033 - Dark Sandalwood
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1033

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1034 - Lite Plum
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1034

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1035 - Medium Plum
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1035

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1036 - Plum
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1036

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 21 November, 2020

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1037 (S1054) - Dark Plum
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1037

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1039 - Dark Camel
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1039

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1040 - Ginger
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1040

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1041 - English Rose
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1041

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1042 - Deep Purple
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1042

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1043 - Medium Aqua
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1043

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1044 - Deep Aqua
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1044

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1045 - Lite Antique Rose
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1045

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1046 - Rose Mauve
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1046

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1047 - Marine Aqua
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1047

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1048 - Lite Brass
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1048

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1049 - Brass
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1049

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1050 - Dark Brass
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1050

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1051 - Lite Emerald
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1051

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1052 - Emerald
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1052

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1053 - Pastel Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1053

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1054 - Eggplant
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1054

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1055 - Palest Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1055

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1056 - Wet Sand
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1056

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1057 - Brite Lemon
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1057

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1058 - Lite Sping Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1058

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1059 - Violet
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1059

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1060 - Very Dk Flesh 2
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1060

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1061 - Pale Fern Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1061

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1062 - Lite Fern Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1062

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 21 November, 2020

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1063 (S980) - Fern Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1063

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1064 - Dark Fern Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1064

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1065 - Medium Dark Fawn
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1065

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1066 - Soft Orange
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1066

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1067 - Dark Rasperberry
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1067

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1068 - Pale Maize
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1068

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1069 - Lite Geranium
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1069

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1070 - Geranium
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1070

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1071 - Dark Geranium
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1071

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1072 - Rain Gray
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1072

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1073 - Midnight Gray
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1073

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1074 - Laguna Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1074

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1075 - Powder Blue Violet
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1075

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1076 - Dark Blue Violet
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1076

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1077 - Very Light Olive
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1077

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1078 - Poison Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1078

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1079 - Medium Grey Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1079

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1080 - Brick
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1080

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1081 - Dark Brick
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1081

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1082 - Very Dark Fern
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1082

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S933 - Golden Yellow
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS933

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S981 - Salmon
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS981

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S982 - Dark Goldenrod
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS982

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S983 - Pale Olive
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS983

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S984 - Lite Khaki
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS984

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S985 - Medium Khaki
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS985

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S986 - Dark Khaki
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS986

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S987 - Very Dark Gray Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS987

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S988 - Pale Jade
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS988

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S989 - Medium Jade
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS989

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S990 - Pale Periwinkle
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS990

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S991 - Very Dark Periwinkle
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS991

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S992 - Pale Sea Green #1
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS992

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S993 - Med Rose Pink
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS993

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S994 - Pale Coral
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS994

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S995 - Pale Orchid
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS995

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S996 - Lite Orchid
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS996

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S997 - Orchid
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS997

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S998 - Lite Butterscotch
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS998

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S999 - Brite Yellow
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS999

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: s1100 - Dark Cedar
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIs1100

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: s1101 - Bark
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIs1101

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: s1106 - Mustard
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIs1106

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: s1115 - Pale Pistachio
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIs1115

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 June, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: s1119 - Lightest Electric Blue
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIs1119

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 06 October, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1149 - Lite Peach Flesh
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1149

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 06 October, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1150 - Deep Flesh
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1150

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 12 January, 2007

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor SC2 - Blush Porcelains
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-SC2

Splendor Designer Collections SC2 - Blush Porcelains
Designer shading palette of 6 Splendor silk Blush
Bronzes. Two yards of each color on a special card.
Affordably priced. 
Created especially for, and approved by, Passione
Ricamo for her designs.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 12.50 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 06 October, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1147 - Very Lite Flesh
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1147

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 06 October, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1148 - Very Light Peach Flesh
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1148

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 30 April, 2007

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor SC3 - Christmas Colours
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-SC3

Splendor Designer Collections - SC3 - Christmas
Colours.
Designer shading palette of 6 Splendor silk Blush
Bronzes. Two yards of each color on a special card.
Affordably priced. 
Selection has been made to match the 6 top selling
Christmas colours: S800 S911 S820 S933 S1016
S1142

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 12.50 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 16 February, 2008

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor SC5 - Halloween Colours
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-SC5

Splendor Designer Collection SC5 - Halloween Colours
Designer shading palette of 6 Splendor silk floss. Two
yards of each color on a special card. Affordably
priced. 
Selection has been made to match the 6 top selling
Halloween colours: S889 S801 S1138 S1077 S1139
S919

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 12.50 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 16 February, 2008

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor SC6 - Deft Blue Colours
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-SC6

Splendor Designer Collections SC6 - Deft Blue Colours
Designer shading palette of 6 Splendor silk floss. Two
yards of each color on a special card. Affordably
priced. 
Selection has been made to match the 6 top selling
Blue colours: S800 S860 S868 S1001 S1143 S858

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 12.50 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 16 February, 2008

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor SC7 - Bright Eyes Colours
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-SC7

Splendor Designer Collections SC7 - Bright Eyes
Colours
Designer shading palette of 6 Splendor silk floss. Two
yards of each color on a special card. Affordably
priced. 
Selection has been made to match the 6 top selling
combination of colours: S921/S922 S868/S859
S1158/S1101 S999/S1048 S850/S853

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 12.50 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 15 January, 2010

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor SC4 - Santa's Rosy Cheeks
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAI-SC4

Splendor Designer Collections SC4 - Santa's Rosy
Cheeks
Designer shading palette of 6 Splendor silk Blush.
Two yards of each color on a special card. Affordably
priced.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 12.50 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 07 January, 2013

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1094 - Sonoma Brown
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1094

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 02 February, 2016

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1102 - Apricot
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1102

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 02 February, 2016

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1127 - Med Orange Red
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1127

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 08 July, 2017

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Splendor

Splendor: S1153 - Medium Dusty Rose
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIS1153

Splendor is a 12 strand silk floss with an unusual
construction. It has three bundles of fours strands
each. It is easiest if you pull the bundles out first and
then take out each strand. The twist of each individual
strand is tighter than most silks. This makes Splendor
easier to use. It will not snag easily, even on hands
that are rough. Be careful to strand and lay the silk to
keep the nice shine. This silk is perfect for people who
have been afraid of using silks. Many of the usual
problems experienced with other silks will not occur
with Splendor.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 5.86 (incl. VAT)
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